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I . I N rRODUC1lUN

The description and analysis of the market mechanism in economic theory is
p~rt of so called general equilibrium theory. W~t.R~s (1874) in his Elérnenrs
d'économie poliriyue pure has laid the foundation of the model. The existence of
an eyuilibrium allocation in Walras' model was not proven satisfactorily until
Arrow, Debreu and McKenzie understood that Brouwer's fixed point theorem
is a natural instrument for that purpose. The original theory designed by Walras has culminated in the final version given by Dt:eReu (1959) in his Tlteory
ufVulue.

ARROw and H~HN (1971) remark on the first page of their Genera! Comperrrive Anul~sis, that 'the notion that a social system moves by independent
actions in pursuit of diflèrent values is consistent with a final coherent state of
balance, and one in which the outcomes may be quite di(Terent from those
intended by the agents, is surely the most important intellectual contribution
that economic thought has made to the general understanding of social
processes.' The model of a genera) equilibrium in a system of purely competitive markets is a reflection of the basic theme of the lnvisible Hand as introduced by Adam Smith in the 18th century in his famous work On the Wealrh
of IVa,;ons.
Thtre are, huwever, some serious problems left. lt has been shown, for
example, that an equilibrium price in the markets sustains an equilibrium
~ Thr authors than{. Willy Spanjers. Arn dr 2eeuw, Dolf Trlman and Ajit Ranade for thrir useful cummrnis anJ notrs on prcvious drafts ot this prpcr. Fspecially we thank Birgit Grodrl, Dave
unh. anJ Shuu Jilin fur thrir contríhwions in the devdopment of this paper.
This amhur gratrfulh rcknowirJges tha linanciul supfwrt given by the Naherlands organization
for scitntilic rrsrarch tN.W.p.), grrnt 450-22à-009.
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allocation in the sense that all agents choose such a bundle given that price.
But by no means it is clear how such a price is established on the market.
Another weakness of the formal concept from the economic point of view is,
that there is no communication between agents whatscever, except through the
market price on which no agent has, by assumption, an observable infiuence.
And, finally, the commodity concept itself leaves room for many questions and
for missing or incomplete markets. Still, this general equilibrium model is the
cornerstone for almost all applied research. Its significance can therefore
iiardly be underestimated.
In this paper we try to address one of these fundamental problems in general eyuilibrium theory as mentioned above. There has been done extensive
research into the nature of price formation in perfectly competitive markets,
but the analysis of limited or arbitrary communication structure has not yet
been given much attention in the literature. It is our purpose to present a formal model in which the communication structure betwetn agents may be much
more developed. As already mentioned, in the general equilibrium model there
is no direct communication between economic agents, but only indirect communication through the medium of prices as quoted on the market. By introducing direct communication between agents into lhe description of an economy we also open the way to address the problem of príce formation in perfectly competitive markets trom a rather difïerent point of view.
In order to give a comprehensive view of the problem as addressed in this
paper we sketch the mathematical structure of the general equilibrium model
as given by Dt:ettt:u (1959). The formal economy in which Debreu defines an
equilibrium, can be considered as a mapping from the set of agents into the set
of characteristics of these agents. All relevant characteristics are therefore in
principle individual characteristics. These characteristics generete individual
supply and demand on the market, which information is summed and
transformed by the market into a provisional price system. Transactions are
allowed only at an equilibrium price system.
In order to introduce an arbitrary communication structure into the description of an economy we make a distinction between positional attributes of
agents, describing the individual characteristics mentioned above, and relational attributes. Relutional attributes of agents indicate the position of an
agent relative to the other agents. A grocer has, for example, relalions with his
customers and with the wholesale dealer. Price difïerentiation may exist in
difTerent upstream or downstream channels. Those channels in econonuc
organizations are called here relations betwten agents in a communication
structure and are represented by a graph on the set of agents.
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We emphasize that there have been developed other methods to describe a
communication structure on the collection of economic agents. Recently IoANNt!)ES (1988) constructed a mudel in which communication between traders is
stuchastic, i.e. there is some probability that there exists a relation between any
two agents in tlie economy.f They extensively use the concept of a stochastic
graph in their analysis. The main problem of this approach is that the analysis
has to deal with cases in which the graph consists of more than one component. In our view a model consisting of non-communicating components
may be considered as a collection of several separated economies consisting of
one component only. Thus, we conclude that one may limit oneself to the case
of relationally connected economies only.
Our approach is based on the seminal contributions of MvERSON (1977) and
KALAI, POSrLL'WA17'E and Ro[sERrs ( 1978), who consider the case of a deterministic communication graph. This implies that the economic agents are a
priori restricted in their abilities to communicate with other agents in the economy. (A game theoretic analysis of this kind of situations wus recently given
in QORM et al. ( 1990)). Here, we consider the characterization of economic
agents in these kind of deterministically determined communication structures.

Althougli many problems described using relational attributes may also be
resolved witliin tlie usual framework, it is the explicit distinction between the
two spheres, based on what we call the Separation Principle, that forms the
driving force behind our approach. It enables us to analyze the performance of
agents in dilTerent types of organizations or cummunication structures. We
restrict ourselves to developing the general model in which both the positional
and relational characteristics of agents are present, and to deriving the conditions under which there exists a structured set of agents who all communicate
with each other through a finite chain of other economic agents.
First we define a characterization mapping on the set of agents. Next, we
assume that therc exists some connection between pruperties in the relationally
structured set of economic agents, and properties in the topological space of
characteristics. This assumption is indicated as the Interdependency Principle.
We specify this principle in this paper by requiring that agents who are `close'
in the (topulogical) space of characteristics, are 'near' in the relational structure
on the set uf economic agents. We emphasize that this fnterdependency Principle is a fundamental axiom, which is used frequently in economic theory, especiully in the theory of so called large economies. Here, it expresses the assumptions as made wilh respect to the connections between the two separated
spheres of attributes.
In our analysis we define a rype as a tuple uf individualizable attributes in
the attribute space corresponding with at least one agent in the ec,onomy. On
~This approrch is seminally addressed by KtaMAtv ( 19g3) and extended by KtRwAN, Ounou and
WERER ( 1986). A link between our approach and the stochastic approach was recently given by
fIA1.t.ER (1989), whu bases communication rtlations on Ihe topological slructure of the anributt
spxe only.
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the collection of all types we can derive a relational structure by projecting the
relations between the economic agents onto relations between the corresponding types. Thus, through application of the Separation and Interdependrncy
Principles we arrive at a strucwre, which unites both the relational struclure
und the topological structure of the attribute space. The derived configuration
is indicated as a rypificurion. In this typification we call a topologically connected subset of types a macrorype. Whenever the set of maerotypes is at most
countable, the typification is said to be a typology.
The main thwrem of this paper states that in an economy, the structured set
of agents communicate through a finite linkage if and only if the macrotypes
in the dcrived typolugy are connec;ted - in the relational struclures between
types. This is the desired characterization of the communication property.
Thr paper is organized as follows. The next section addresses the Separalion
Principle and describes the main ingredients ot the relational structure. Next
we introduce a topologically structured attribute space as the second sphere
anJ develop the notion of a typification. The main theorem is stated in Section
4. We conclude the paper by giving the definition of an economy as based on
the mudel as presented in the previous sections and discussing an example of
such an economy.
Z. TNE SEPANATION PRINCIPLE

As mentioned in the introduction we focus upon economic agents as individual
decision makers wirllin a social environment. This implies that in the decision
processes concerning these economic agents not only their individual characteristics are crucial, but also specific relations between these agents, which constitute the social structure of the economy. It is our purpose to propose a
method of modelling a socially structured economy in which the economic
agents are explicitly focussed as individual decision makers within a socially
structured environment.
In order to make a comparison between various structures possible we
describe the individual characteristics and the social structure of the econom y
separarely~. We indicate this fundamental axiom as the Separarion Principle1.
After dCSCribing the individual characteristics of the economic agents and the
sa:ial strucwre of the economy separately, the next phase of our modelling
will be the description of the interdependency between these difTerent
categories of determinants.
First we will consider the detenninants of the social structure of the economy. As indicated above, this social structure is constituted by economic relationships between tlie various agents in the economy. If A is the collection of
all agents in the economy, then we may represent the economic relationships
between these agents by the mathematical concept of a gruPh. The points or
~For an cx~cnsive and Ihorough discussion ot Ihis fundamenlal axiom we refer io Chapier 3 of
Ga~ts ( 195w).
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nodes of the graph constitute just the collecaion of agents A, while the edges or
ares of this graph describe the - usually unobservable - economic relations
between the agents in the economy.
t~I:fINII~tON 2.1. An ordered pair (A,R) is a relurionolly srructured populaNon
of rri~noniic ctgents - or simply a populurron of economic agents - if A is a set
uf ecunomic ag~nts and R C A X A is a rellexive and symmetric relation on A,
i.e. for every agent ueA it holds that (a,a)eR and for every two agents
u, bEA it holds that (u,b)eR if and only if (b,a)eR. Furthermore, (a,b)eR if
there is a potentially direct economic relation between the economic agents u
and b.
The definition implias that the potential ec:onomic positions and relations are
directly allocated to the agents, since they are introduced as labels within a
certain ordered set~.
We emphasize that a population may consist of any collection of economic
agents, i.e. this collection may be finite, countably infinite or even uncountably
infinite. Our analysís is especially interesting with respect to the cases in which
the collection of economic agents is uncountable. These are precisely the cases
of lurge econonlies as described, discussed, and analyzed in e.g. HtL~tNnttwND
(1974), and HIL~eNettANU and KIttMAN ( 1988). In contrast to lhis traditional
literature in our modelling we allow for a social environment in the description
of economic behaviour.
In the seyuel we introduce the following notation. Let S be some set and let
P CS X S be some relation on S. Then we denote by fr(P)CS X S the transirive
closure of P, i.e., for x, y e S it holds that (x,y) E fr(P) if and only if there
exists a finite number of points z t, ..~, z„ in S such that x- z i, y-z„, and
(z„z;ti)ePforeveryiE{1,...,n-I).
DLPINtIION 2.2. Let (A,R) be a population. Two agents o, beA are able to
comntunicote in (A,R) if (o,b)etr(R). The population ( A,R) satisfies the full
contntunication properfy if every two agents a, beA are able to communicate in
(A,R), i.e. if fr(R)-A XA.
The ability to communicate is a global property. It just states that any two
agents are able to activate a finite communication line - or path - between each
other within the given relational structure of the population. In principle our
notion of communication reyuires that one is in finite reach of one another, i.e.
one can reach the other agent within a finite number of 'handshakes'. The full
communication property is essential in the description of a relationally structured economy, since we observe that in an economy (indirect) communication
~We rcmark thrt an undirecteJ gr-rph can also be rcg~rded os an ordered set. The edges or ares of
the graph descritk the ordering on the collection of econornic u described by the points or nodes
of the graph.
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is essential for all forms of trade. If certain agents cannot reach any of the
other agents in the economy, then they form a separate economy without any
links to the other agents in the population. So, we must assume that every
proper model of a relationally structured ec:onomy satisfies the full communication property. It is therefore vital to know under which conditions this property is satisfied. This investigation is the main purpose of this paper.
We explicitly note that the concept of full communication is essentially
di(Terent from the notion of complete communication. This latter notion
expresses the situation in which every agent potentially has a direct relationship with any other agent in the population, i.e. the population (A,R) satisfics
the complete communication property if R-A XA. In the complete communication case we have no asymmetries in the social positions of the economic
agents. In these cases the social characteristics of every agent are the same and
therefore not relevant in the model. ln our modelling we mainly focus on
situations with incomplete, but full communication. This leads to situations of
populations (A,R) for which R~A XA and tr(R)-A XA.
The relational structure on the collection of economic agents represents a
specific economic organization. This may be a market organization, but it may
also be a centrally planned organization. Elsewhere, Gtt.t.ES (1990) has shown
that as a consequence of the full communication property a market organization is hierarchical.
As described above the application of the Separation Principle leads to two
types of determinants of decision taking behaviour of economic agents. The
potential social structure of an economy as represented by the notion of population has been described above. The second type of determinants is that of
rndividualized attributes. Formally it is described as a set, denoted by `B.
We assume that a collection of individualized attributes only contains
(abstract) attribules, being traditionally viewed upon as personal, individual, or
individualizable. Thus, examples of such attributes are tuples of quantities of
certain commodities, such as endowments, preferences, and (individual) production capacities. This implies that we consider all usual attributes to belong
to this category. Other attributes, which are more controversial, are sex, cultural aspects such as language, and colour of skin. In economic or sociological
discussions these attributes are mostly indicated as 'social' characleristics. In
our approach however, we consider them in firsl instance as positional or individualizable, i.e., they are part of the description of a single agent by means of
personal characteristics, just as endowment and preference. Later on we will
see how 'social' types can be derived from these positional attributes, and thus
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these individual attributes are 'socialized'. Contrary to these positional attributes the Separation Principle also allows for the descriptiun of the social positiun of a single agent, but as seen above this involves the description uf all
agents in the ecunomy as a whole.a.
To complete the first step in our modelling o[ a relationally structured economy we next describe the agenls in a population with the use of a suitable collection of individualized attributes. In this description we have to take into
account the potential (economic) relationships between the agents as described
within the population. This is formalized in the next definition.
DGF1NlI'ION 2.3. Let (A,R) be a population of economic agents, and let ~be
some collection of attributes. The function g:A -, ~Bis a pre-characrerizurion of
(A,R) into `~if for every attribute a eg(A) the set g-~(a) C A is finitely connected as a subgraph of (A,R), i.e. for every two agents a, beg-~(a) it holds
that

(a,b) e tr(R I g- f(a)),

where Rlg-~(a)-Rr1(g-~(a)Xg-t(a)).
A descripriar of the population (A,R) in the collection of attributes C' is a pair
(.rx! .gPj such thut for some pre-characterization g:A -.í3 we have .a~-g (A ) and
(a,Q)E.yP if and only if there exists a pair ( u,b)eR such that a-g(u) and
(3-g(b).
A description of a population in a collection of attributes is a very weak form
of representing a rClatlonally structured collection of economic agents. Each
agent is represented by a unique type in .ra~ but a type may represent more
than one agent. This is illustrated by turning to the main question witliin this
paper, namely the analysis under which conditions a population satisfies the
full communication property. By means of a description this problem cannot
be solved satisfactory, but only modified slightly. This is shown in the next
result.
Lt;MM4 2.4. Ixr (.ra~SFj be a descriprion of rhe popularion (A,R) in rhe co!lection
of attribwes (? under fhe pre-characrerizafion g. The populafion (A,R) sarisfres rhe
jull canruunicarionproperty ijand only ifJor every rwo types a, Qeg (A) there are
agenrs a Eg - t(a) and b Eg - f(~3), who are able ro conrnrunicare within (A, R).
The proof of the above lemma is very simple and is therefore left to the reader.

~This implies that characterization of social positions rcquires a holistic or global description of
the colfection of agents, while the individualized attributes describe an agent as a personalized entity, í.e. not within the context of his or her position in a ceruin social configuration.
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3. TYPI[:1CA7'IONS

As mentioned in the introduction of this paper it is our purpose to develop a
modelling procedure in which we use positional as well as relutional characteristics in the description of the agents in the economy. !n the previous section we developed the first step of this procedure. To be able to analyze certain
properties of a relationally structured population, we introduce some tools that
express a certain form of interdependency of positional and relational characteristics. Therefore we have to introduce some notion of the 'nearness' of
tuples of positional or individualized attributes.
As introduced in Section 2 the positional or individualized attributes are
mathematically presented as some set ~ which we denoted as a collecrion oj
artribures. In the sequel we want to introduce a concept, which measures the
'distance' between difíerent tuples of individualized attributions in the collection G' In order to achieve this goal we endow the collection G' with a ropologica! srrucrures. We remark that we do not a priori assume that there is some
topological structure on this wllection of attributrs C, but with the purpose to
model a relationally structured economy properly we have to impose such a
structure, especially in the case o[ a large population.
DL:I~INITION 3.1. An artribure space is a pair (t~T) consisting of a collection of
attributes C' and a topology rC2` which satisfies the TI-separation property,
i.e. for every x, y eC' with x~y, there exists an open set V eT such that x e V
and y ff V and an open set U Er such that y e U and x ff U.
The detinition of an attribute space as given above is very useful in the setting
of a large economy, as we will see in the complete model of an economy with
the use of the primitive notions of population and attribute space. We remark
that the definition above includes the well known attribute spaces as used in
economic theory, especially in the modelling of perfectly compctitive markets.
An example is the traditional attríbute space for a pure exchange economy,
denoled by ~3x R 4. In this expression R t reflects an !-dimensional commodiry
spuce. Hence, it is assumed that the economy has !eN commodities, and that
all commodity bundles in this economy may be viewed as non-negative vectors
in the I-dimensional Euclidean space. Moreover, ~ stands for the collection of
all preferences on the commodity space R; endowed with the topology ot
closed conver~ence as defined and analyzed in G1touAt. (1974) and Htt.ut:NttttANn (1974) . Now the attribute space consists of all those attributes, which
are relevant in the proper description of a pure exchange economy, and
5 Wt emphasizt that wt view a topologicrl structure as a conctpt represtnting a gtneralized conctpt of Jistance on thc colltction of attribuces. Sce also KorN~KSS~N (1988). This 'distance' crn bc
vitwtd as technical, but con also be rtgarJtd u in inttractiun or inttrJependent with the sucial
structure uf thc pupulatiun. This viewpoim will be crplurtd in a subatyucnt paper.
"Thtst analysts shuw that ~ e~xluwed with ttte tupulogy ot closed convtrgtnce, as stmin~lly
dtlinc~l by Hausdorll', is in fact a metric space. Htnce the atuibute spaa 5'xR; is a metric
sprce.
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therefore for the analysis of a general competitive equilibrium concept.
The example above shows that the choice of the suitable collection of
rclevant attributes is crucial in the procedure of modelling a certain economic
environment properly. Furthermore, it shows that the topological or metric
structure of the attribute space is an expression of an a priori given notion of
nearness. This was first recognized by D[eRt:u (1969). A further application of
this 'a priori' given notion of neighbouring or nearness was given by GRODAL
(1972). She describes a model of economic recontracting processses of neighbouring economic agents in small coalitions. There it becomes clear that the
topological structure of the attribute space in effect reflects the notion of
neighbouring economic agents. If agents are described by vectors of attributes
in a certain topological neighbourhood, then they are assumed to be alike. ln
the sequel we explore this notion of interdependency. We refer to the (undamental idea behind this notion as the lnlerdependency principle. Next we show
that this principle can be expressed in the context of a topologically structured
attribute space.
!n a mathematical formulation of the [nterdependency Principle we again
refer to the practice in general equilibrium analysis. Especially in the work on
large economies this principle is used frequently. ln particular the model of
GRODAL (1972) is expressing the fundamental properties of the Interdependency Principle. In that model economic agents are only allowed to act
cooperatively if they are neighbouring in their individualized attributes, i.e.
tlieir individualized attributes and cooperative abilities are interdependent. !n
our setting this idea has to be reformulated in terms of interdependency of
individual attributes and social characteristics of the economic agents~. This is
formalized in the following definition.
Dl:1:tNt"rtON 3.2. Let (A,R) be a population, and let (C'.T) be an attribute
space. A loca! characreriza~ion is a pre-characterization g:A -.C', which satisfies
the property that for every type at:~there exists some open topological neighbourhood Ua er such that
~3E Ua f1.sQimplies (a,~i)e~:ll,
where (.ra!~j is the description of (A,R) in C' under g. The pair (.aV,yPj is a
ryvificarion ot the population (A,R) in the attribute space (~r) if there exists a
Icxal characterization g of which (sr05~ is the description.
The construction of a typification is evidently only relevant in case the populaton at hand is `large', i.e. consisting of an uncountable number of agents. In
these cases the resfricted attribure space, denoted by (.~r~.s~, where
r I.~` -{E fl.saPl E eT}, is of crucial importance in the analysis of such theories.
~We remark that the Interdependency Principle is a gencrally applied axiom. The mathematical
formulation of this axiom can howevcr be very divcrse and represent dilirrent possibilities to
specify Ihis principle.
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This is illustrated by the models of large economies and core theory as
presented in the wel) known texlbooks Of H1L!)LNBRAND ( 1974) and M~sCoLeLL ( 1985).

In the rest of this section we analyze under which conditions on a
typification of a population in some attribute space, this population satisfies
the full communication property. Before we are able to formulate the main
property, we introduce some mathematical tools. For a typification (.r~5~j of a
population (A,R) in an attribute space (~r) we define a correspondence
5r1:.AP-.2'r by
~U~). - {Q E~ (a.F~) EQ}.

We indicate this correspondence as the rype-relarion mapping of the typification
(.r~5í'j. It assigns to every type the collection of directly related types. We note
that by the definition of a typification it is clear that for every type aE.ra~ it
holds that aeint(5~a))8.
The second tool is needed for the definition of chains of related types in a
typification. Let E be some nonempty set. Moreover, let B,CCE be two subsets of E. Then a finite sequence Dt, ..., D~CE of subsets of E is an irreducible chain between B and C in E if it satisfies the following properties:
1.

Di-BandD„-C.

2.

ForeveryintegerjE{1,...,n-1):D~nD~},~~.

3.

For every two integers h,j with ~Jt -j~ ~ 1 it holds that Dti nD~ - fd.

This mathematical notion of irreducible chain can be used appropriately in the
analysis of the full communication property.
DGPINITION 3.3. Let (.ra~SFj be a typification of the population (A,R) in the
attribute space ( `B,r). The typification (.,iPSPj is type-connected if for every two
types a,QF...s~there ezists some finite sequence of types yi, - --, y„ in . ra0such
that the open sets int(5f(yt)),..., int(5~y„)) form an irreducible chuin between
int(.R(a)) and int(.~~3)) in (.u~T~.
The concept of typr-connectedness of a typificatiun is expressing the property
that onC can smuuthly w~ndcr from une type tu anuther without uny luops.
The use of irreducible chains instead of ares or paths is explained by the weak
prupe:rties that the topological structure of an attribute space has to satis(y. In
thC5C weak structures it is not proper to use the strong notion ot ares in the
definitiun of type-connectedness.
Economically the notion of type-connectedness on a typification of a certain
pupulatiun in some attribute space is expressing the property that ~gents are
able to communicate with each other through a finite chain of agents of related
"In thc tormulation ut this property we usc the conventiun that if EC.aI, thcn int(E) is the relativc
intcnur of E with rr~pert to the restricted topolugical sprce (.a!r~.a~.
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types. Theorem 3.4, stated below, confirms the intuitive feeling that the typeconnectedness property of a typification is equivalent to the full communication property of a population. Thus, the result shows that the ability to communicate is equivalent to the ability to communicate specífically through a
(finite) chain of economic types of agents.
TttEOttta`t 3.4. Let (.ra?.~) be a typification of the population (A,R) in the at[ribute
space (`B,z). Then the fo!lowing s[atements are equivalent:
I.
The population (A, R) satisfies the fu1! contmunication property.
2.
For every two types a,Q'~Fit holds that (a,~3)etr(SFj.
3.
The typiJrca[ion (.raQ~êj is type-conneeted.
PttooF. Let g be lhe local characterization of (A,R) into ~ of which (.rrt,yPj is
the typification.
1 implies 2
Let a,(3e.fa0be two types. Furthermore, let a eg - I(a) and b eg - I(;f3) be two
agents o( these types. Now by statement 1 there exists a sequence of economic
agCnlSCI,"',C„EA WIlhCl-a,c„-6, and for every integer j e{ 1,..., n- 1}

it holds that (c~, c~tl)eR.
Let {yl, ...,YA) - 8((cl. '', c„ }) C.ra~ be the image of that sequence under
g. Note that kGn. Now we order the set (yl, ''', yk} such that Yt -a, Yk -Q~
and for every j e( I, ''', k - 1) it holds that (Y~, 7j t t) ESP.
2 implies 3
Let Y,, ''', Y„ e.sal be a sequence of types between any two types a, (3e.sl as
given
above.
Then
it
is obvious
that
the sequence
of
sets
int(5t(yl)), ''',int(A~y„)) in .raf is a chain between int(5~a)) and int(.~Q)). As
an easy conseyuence this chain can be reduced such that it becomes irreducible.
3 implies 1
Let a,~eA be two agents. If g(a)-g(b), then by definition of a typification a
and 6 are able io cornmunicate through a chain of economic agents of the
same type.
Hence, suppose that g(a) - a~~3 - g(b). T)`len by the type-wnnectedness
there is a sequence of types yl, ''' , y„E.at such that SitYt), ''',S~Y„) is a
chain between 5t(a) and 5~Q). That is yl - a, y„ -~, and S~Y;) fl~y; t I)~(ó
for every 1 Gi cn - 1. Next we construct a finite sequence of agents between
agents a and b through which they are able to communicate.
First for every i e( 2, ''', n} let S, e.a~be a type such [hat
S, E~Y~-I) n~Y~).

Complete the seyuence by SI :-g(a)„ and S„ t i:-g(b). It immediately follows that for every i e{ I, ''', n} it holds that (8;, 8; t I)eSP. Next we choose a
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collection of agents d; , d~ eA for i E( l, --., n f 1] such that
di - a;
d;,d;eg-t(8;)i- I,'--,nt1;
(d?.d~tt)ERi-1,'--,n;
d~ti -b.
The construction
at,...,S.~i~

of

such

a

sequence

is

possible by

the properties of

Let i E{ I, '-., n t 1}. Since d; , d? Eg- t(6;) it follows from the definition of a
typification that there exists a finite sequence of agents
CÍ, "

.CÍ:, Eó-t(al).

Such lhat

ci - d; and cÁ. - d?;
(c'~,C~tt)ER foriE{I, ---,k;-1}.

Now the union of all these ( finite) sequCnces over i, as given by
n t I
U
i-1

{Cj, ' '

, Cj;

},

is a finite sequence lhrough which the agents a and b are able to communicate.

Q. E. D.
4. TYPOLOGIC;S

A typification, as defined in the previous section, is describing a population in
some attribute space by means of some loca! characterization. The property
that n~ighbouring economic agents are indeed economically related is one possible specification of the Interdependency Principle. It implies that if two
agents are of types within a certain given neighbourhood, then these agents are
also economically related, i.e. related within the social-economic structure of
the population.
We can globally distinguish two classes of attribute spaces. The first class
consists of those for which the collection C' of attributes consists of an ut most
coanrable number of elements. In [hese cases it is evident that every description
is also a typification. This implies that in these cases the Interdependency Principle is trivially satisfied. Economically this can be defended by noting that
populations, which can be described in at most countable attribute spaces, are
simple of structure and can therefore be analyzed without sophisticated toolsy.
9.Wc rcter io ihr an~lysis ot replica~ed economies, in which the economy consis~s of a numbcr of
agen~s or a tiniic numbet of dinèren~ typts onty. Tht analysis can be kepi simple as is shown by
D~eKEU and ScwaF ( 196)).
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In the case of an at most countable attribute space or typification, it is therefore not necessary to explain the economic relations between agents by their
individual attributes.
The second class of attribute spaces are those consisting of spaces with an
uncountably infinite number of elements. In most o( these cases the conditions
of a typification are not trivially satisfied. Thus, in these cases the conditions
of a local characterization guarantee that from a suitable set of attributes we
can infer, nu,r-rrivially, substantial parts of the economic relations between
agents in the population. The technical reason for this important property is
that one is able to understand an uncountable graph only when one uses additional techniyues, such as the technique of description developed in the previous section, or a randomization of the graph as is done in KttutAN (1983),
Í~IRMAN, ODllOU and WEBER (19HÓ), and (oANNtnes (1988). The uncountable
case however seems very important for the theory of large economies, co:rlition
furmation in such economies, and perfect competition~o.

We are liowever able to construct examples of uncountable descriptions, in
which the additional properties of a typification are trivially satisfied. In these
examples the restricted attribute space (.v0,r~ has a topology in which for
every type a~there is an open neighbourhood U,er}nlsuch that Ua-(a}.
In these cases it is clear that the topological structure of the typification, i.e.
the collection T~ dces not give additional information with respect to relations between agents of certain types in the population. In these cases typeconnectedness is clearly an economically trivia) characterization of the notion
of full communication of the population.
The next example discusses a case in which an uncountable typification dces
not explain any of such (economic) relationships between agents in the population by their individualized attributes.
EXAMPLE 4.1.

In this example we construct the following class of populations: Take
A:-1-[0,1 [, and let R C I X! be any reftexive and symmetric relation on I. It
is obvious that ( A,R) is a population. Next take the attribute space to be the
set C?: -! r-(Jjj: 1 yI }, endowed with the topology t, which is defined by the
following neiglibourhood system. Let j:l-~l. Then for every cJ0 we define
U~U): -(g:!-.1 ~Vx el:~x)-8(x)~ c i)
as an open neighbourhood of f. It is obvious that T satisfies the TZ-separation
property, and so (~~) is an attribute space.
Next we construct a local characterization of (A,R) in (~r) by g(a):-j„ for
uE1-A, where j,:1-.I is defined as j„(a)-1, and jo(b)-0,b~a. The
typificrtion (F0,5fj, which results from this local characterization, is trivial in
the sense that it dces satisfy the technical requirements.
~a For an intraiuction to these topics we refer to Ga~ES ( 1990), in particular Part III on the coalitional approach to the modtlling of socially structured economies.
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On the other hand it dces not satisfy the intuitive economic foundation of
our modelling. In this case the social economic positions and relations are not
described or reduced by the description, i.e. the social econometric structure of
the typification is as complicated as the original population. Thus, we have
explained nothing by describing the agents in the ecunomy. Tltis is illustrated
by noting that for every two agents a, beA, with a~b, the following property
holds. Let Occc l. Then the open neighbourhood U,(j,)eT is such that
jbffU,(ja) since

lI~(a)-jh(a)I - Ua(b)-jn(b)I - l ) ~
We thus condude that for every OGcGI we have that for every aeI it holds
that ( U,(Í~)` if~))flg(~)- 0.
The example above shows that we have to restrict ourselves to situations in
which the Interdrprndcncy Principle is a non-trivial condition upon the
description or typilication of a large populution, i.e. a population cunsisting of
an uncountablC number of types of agents. This is done by the introduction of
a glubu! conditiun on the structure of a typification, and hence on the local
characterization of such e population in the attribution space. A local characterization which satisfies tltis additional property is called a characrerizurial,
while the induced typification is called a rypology of the population in the attribute space.
DLfINI't10N 4.2. Let (A,R) be a population, and let (~r) be an attribute
Spal'C. A IOCAI characterization G:A-al? is a characrerizarion of (A,R) in (~r)
if thrre exists an at most countable sequence of conne~:ted subsets (C'„)nEN of
the restricted attribute space (.a~T~ such that
.f~-

U `B„.
n-1

where (.~5?j is the description of (A,R) in (C',r) induced by g. A pair (sat,yPj is
a r~pology of the population (A,R) in the attribute space (~r) if there exists a
characterization g of (A,R) in (~T) such that (s:05fj is its description.
The definition of a characterization and a topology makes clerr that the mere
existence of these concepts expresses the requirement that the attribute space
and its topological structure are rich enough to describe the relational structure
of the population in a norr-rriviu! way. The additional global cundition on the
restricted attribute space excludes the examples discussed above. Therefore a
typolugy is a description of a pupulation into an attribute space in which the
Interdependency Principle is sufficien[ly satisfied to obtuin a rclevant model uf
a pupulation cunsisting uf sucial classes of agents that are econumically
related.
From mathematics we know that this additional property implies that there
exists a uniyue at most countable sequence (.~,)„EN of maximal, topologically
connected subsets of the restricted attribute space (.~T~raPj such that U.a~„ -.rz7
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The elements of the sequence (.sa~„)„EN are called the components of the restricted attribute space (sF,r~). The components ss7„, n E N, of the restricted
attribute space (sP,r~aOj form a partition of the collection sal. Moreover, each
component is an open as well as closed subset o[.r~t.
Economically we denote the sequence (.r:Á)„EN as the subdivisron of the typology (.a~S~Fj. Thus, a typology has a unique subdivision. The components in this
subdivision can economically be interpreted as macro-lypes, consisting of a collection of neighbouring ( micro-)types. These macro-types are precisely expressing a certain social characteristic common to all the (micro-)types in such a
macro-type. We note that this aggregation is endogeneous in the sense that the
characterization in combinrtion with the topological structure of the attribute
space generates such a unique subdivision. We argue that macro-types can
easily be distinguished in a characterized population or typology, and that it
therefore expresses an obvious social common characteristic.
The existence of a subdivision (sP„)„EN of a typology (.~.5~) into a (countable) collection o( macro-types implies that we are also able to subdivide the
population (A,R) into a countable number of pairwise disjoint classes. A class
is dcfined as the collection of agents A„CA such that g(A„)-.r~ for some
integer n E N. Thus, a class is a collection of agents in the population of the
same macro-type, and so they have the same common social characteristic.
Examples of such classes are quite well known in daily li[e situations, namely
classes of people distinguished by characteristics such as nationality, colour of
skin, date of birth ( generations), and income (income classes).
We now return to our main theoretical problem in this paper, namely under
which conditions a population satisfies the full communication property. In the
case of a typology, we can give a useful solution to this problem. Firstly, we
introduce a tool that enables us to describe the (economic) relations between
macro-types instead of individual types. This tool is based on the aggregation
of types into connected subsets, introduced in Definition 4.2, and is in fact
again a relation on an at most countable set of macro-types. It describes the
globaJ structure of the typology of a population in some attribute space.
DettNrrtoN 4.3. Let (.rat,yéj be a typology of the population ( A,R) in the attribute space ~~T). Furthermore, let (s~~)„~ be the unique subdivision of (sa?,yPj.
A pair (A,R), with A C.~ and R CA XA, is a condensation of (.rPSTj if there
exists a surjective mapping c:sal0-.A, which satisfies the following properties:
l.
For any n eN and any pair of types a, ~eA„ it holds that c(a)-c(~(3);
2.
For every two integers n, mEN, with n~m, and any two types at~„ and
Qesal„, it holds that c(a)~c(~3);
3. (x,y)ER if and only if there exist integers n, meN and two types a~nP„
and ~3~„ such that c(a)-x, c(Q)-y, and (a,Q)e~t
Definition 4.3 gives a construction of an at most countable graph, describing
tt We rerer to Cs~sZ,ia (1978) for an elaborate discussion of these topological notions.
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the bare macro-type structure of a typology. Mostly there will only be a finite
number of macro-types. The condensation of a typology just describes all
external relations betwcen the macro-types in the typology. It will be clear that
this at most countable graph can be described and analyzed very well for the
di(i'erent situations. The next property of a condensation can therefore easily
be verified in the context of a certain characterization.
Dt:rtNrrtoN 4.4. Let (.a~SPj be a typology of the population (A,R) in the attribute space (Lnr)- The typology (.~SP) is canponent-connected if there exists a
condensation (A,R) of (sa~~J, which is a finitely connected graph, i.e.
tr(R)-A XA.
We remark that component connectedness is quite a natural condition on
typologies. lt just prescribes that there exist communication lines between all
macro-types. Hence, in the class-structure of the population there exists communication between any two classes, so that no class is socially isolated.
We remark that from the definition of a typology it is clear that it is always
a typification. Thus, a typology can be type-connected. The main result of this
section, stated below in Theorem 4.5, gives a full characterization of the notion
of component connectedness in terms of the concept of type-connectedness.
Together with Theorem 3.4 this provides us with a complete description of the
full communication property in terms of component connectedness of a typology. This can be used in the construction of a relationally structured economy.
Ttlt:ottt:nt 4.5. Let (.~5è)
space (C, r). The jollowing
1.
The population (A, R)
2.
Tlre t}pology (,rrOSFj is
3.
T)re typolog~. (si!5i') rs

be a typology oJlhe population (A,R) in the attrrbute
statements ore equívalenr.
satrsfres the Jul! conrmunication property.
type-connected.
'
cornponent connected

Pkoof. The equivalence of statements 1 and 2 has already been proven in
Theorem 3.4. We therefore only have to prove the equivalence of typeconnectedness and component connectedness of a typology. Therefore, let
(s~„)„EN denote the unique subdivision of rra9,51'j. Mureover, let the pair (A,R)
be a condensation of (saV,S~Tj, and let c be the corresponding mapping as defined
in Definition 4.3. Now describe the set A as follows: A -{á„ E.ral~á„ - c(saF)
for n EN ).
2 implies 3
Suppose that (,~al,~ is lype-connected. Take two points u, b eA. We will show
that á and b are tinitely connected within (A,R).
Take types aec-~(á) and IQec-~(b). Then by assumption a and (3 are connec:ted in the sense of type-connectedness. Hence, by Theorem 3.4 there exists
a finite seyuence yi, ~- , y„~ such that yi -a, y„-~3, and for every
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j E{ l, .--, n- 1 } it holds that (Y~, Y~ t t)E~t
Now define {ci, . . ~ ,c,r}:- c({Yi, ~ ~ . ,Y„~t-A, with obviously ken. Then
we can order this set such that c i - á, ck - b, and for everY Le { l, ~-., k-1 }
it holds that ~~,c~,i)eR. Hence, we have proved that (A,R) is finitely connected, and so (.rs~.yf) is component-connected.
3 implies 2
Suppose that (.rar~l) is component connected. For the proof that all types in .aP
are connected in the sense of Theorem 3.4 statement 2 we need the following
claim:
CLA1M
For any integer n eN, every pair of types a, (3e.st„ is connected within.r~„, i.e.,
there exists a tinite sequence (yi, .~~, Yk) in .at„ such that yr -a, y,t -~i, and
(y~, y~ t i) e~ for every j- l, .~., k- l, and moreover for every ~-h ~71 it
holds that (Y~, Yh)~yi'.
PROOF OF THE CLAIM

Apply lemma (10.3.8) of Császàr (1978)tZ on the sets 5~a) and 5~~3) as subsets
of the wnnected subspace.~„ of the restricted attribute space (.rrl,~~ by taking
as open covering of C~„, the collection ~l:-{int(~a))~a~,). This lemma
asserts the existence of an irreducible chain of elements in ~ between 5~a) and
~tR).
To complete the proo[ of the theorem we take two types a, Q~and consider
lW0 CaSI'S:

CGSP I:

There exísts an integer nEN such that a~„ as well as ~3~P„. Then a direct
application of the claim asserts that a and ~3 are connected in the sense of
type-connectedness.
Cuse ll:
There exist !we distinc! integers k, mERI, with k~nt, such [hat aE.ePk and
Q~„~t3y the definition of component connectedness of (.ril.yFj there exists a finite
seyuence in A, say (b i, ~-., b„), such that b r- á~, b„ - u,„, (b~, b~ } i)ER for
every j e( l, -.., n- 1), and (b~, bh) ~ R if ~-h ~)1. Now we construct the
fullowing seyuence in.r~
~' Thr lemma statas that in a topological space ( E,r) the following property holds: La CCE be
6a connected set. (1 an open cover of the set C, anJ let A,B be two nun-empty subsets of G Then
there cxists an irreduciblc chain betweon A anJ B cunsisting of elemenu of 5t.
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YII -u~

~

y~zec-I(b~)forj-l,.-.,n-l,and
y~ I ec - I(b~) for j - 2, ..-, n such that
(Yiz,Yi,LI)EyPfor j-1, ...,n-113;
~
Y~z -QNow for every j e{ l, ~--, n) the claim asserts the existeuce of a finite
seyuence o( intermediate agents between y~I, y~zec-I (b~), and thus by the fact
that (y~z, y~ t I, I)e5P (or j- l, ... , n- l, the union o( all these finite
seyuences is again a finite sequence, which is irreducible. Hence o and Q are
connected in the sense of type-connectedness.
Q. E. D.
S. CONCLUDING I~MARKS

As stated previously, it is our basic assumption that a relationally structured
economy has a population, which salisfies the full communication property.
Moreover, we want a model of such an economy founded on the Separation
Principle as well as the Interdependency Principle. The discussion of both
principles in this and the previous sections leads to the followinR definition of
a relationally structured economy.
DEFINITION 4.1. A relationolly structured economy is an ordered triple
E -((A,R),(~B,r), g) consisting of
~
a population (A,R), which satisfies the full communication property;
~
an attribute space (~8r);
~
and a characterization g:A~rBof the population (A,R) in the attribute
space ( ~B, r).
To illustrate the drfinition of a relationally structured economy above, we next
give an example of such an economy.
EXAMPLE 5.2.

In order to construct a relationally structured economy E-((A,R),('B,r),g) we
subsequently describe the three consisting primitive concepts of a relationally
structured population, an attribute space, and a characterization. In this example we restrict ourselves to the straightforward properties of the real line.

Ixt O~Sc3.
Populotion
As the collection of economic agents we take the set of non-negative real
numbers, i.e.
A:-Rt - {xER~x~O}.
~~The exislence of su~h pairs is guaranteed by Delinition 4.3 rnd comtwnenl connectedness.
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Now the relational structure R on A is constituted by defining (or every two
economic agents a, b eA:
(a,b) e R if and only if ~a -b~ G d.
It is clear that (A,R) is indeed a relationally structured population. Furthermore, it is obvious that (A,R) satisfies the full communication property as
required in the definition of a relationally structured economy given above.
Auribure spuee
The attribute space (~B,T) is simply taken as the real line with the Euclidean
topology, i.e. `B-R and T-c~ is the Euclidean topology on R.
Characterization
The characterization of the population (A,R) in the attribute space (SB,r) is the
mappingg:A-.`Bas for every economic agents aeA given by
8(a) -

n if nEN is such that ~a-n~GS;
a elsrwhere.

It is easy to check that the mapping g is indeed a characterization of the population (A,R) in the attribute space ( `B,r).
The rcOnomy a5 described above satisfies all required properties. The generated collection of types.ra0-g(A) can be described in the following fashion:
~

u ~nts,n-~1-d]uNC~B.
.r~-~o,l-s]u „-

This rrpresentation shows that the typology consists oF a countably infinite
number of components or macro-types. Thr next discussion shows some of the
ecorwmic theoretical advantages of this representation.
From the viewpoint of social sciences the main result of the approach as
Given
the economy
presented
in
this
paper
is the
following.
E-((A,R(,(`d;r),g), i.e. given the unobservable individual economic relations
in the population ( A,R), and the characterization g:A-.(`B,T), a typology (s?,~
can be derived in which lhr macro-types emerge endogeneously as connrcted
subsets in (.~T~. Thrse macro-types are interpretrd as collections of types
with a certain common soc:ial-economic characteristic.
Similarly the aggreg:ued rrlations between these macro-types, given by R in
the condensation ( A,R) o( lhe economy E, are drrived endogeneously. Thrse
relations should be interpreted as observable co!lective economic relations
between macro-t}prs. In our opinion these collective relations precisely constiwtr lhe glObal hard core o( the rulrs of social economic behaviour. The local
individual economic relations constitute the soft and unobservable environmrnt, which however in a certain way, drtermines or orients this hard core.
Once the colltctive relations are determined the individual economic relations
fall into two c~t~gurics: Firstly, the category of internal or centriperul relations
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of types within a single macro-type, and, secondly, the category of external or
centrijugal relations between types belonging to different macro-types. The last
cutegory consists precisely of those individual relations, which are aggregated
into collective relations, and thus constitute the hard core of the rules of social
behaviour.
We may conclude that aggregation of types into macro-types is thus
equivalent to the aggregation of individual economic relations into collective
relations between macro-types. Much research has yet to be done in order to
translate these concepts into operational definitions. For consistency in those
models, however, the foundations as presented in this paper cannot be missed.
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